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DR. PLUTARCH PAPAMARKOU PROFESSOR, LABORATORY OF IMMUNE CELL EPIGENETICS AND SIGNALING

An organism’s susceptibility to a virus depends on the virus’s ability to hijack 
key cellular processes in order to evade the host immune system and replicate. 
Tarakhovsky’s lab has found that pathogenic viruses can hijack critical 
epigenetic regulators of human cell function. The lab studies how viral mimics 
of the host’s epigenetic regulators contribute to virus immune evasion and 
replication, and to long-lasting virus impact on cell homeostasis. 

The virus-host interaction entails constant mutual adaption and the emergence of novel features of the 
interacting entities. During this interaction, the fitness gains of the virus are often offset by fitness gains 
of the host, and vice versa. The balance of relative virus-host fitness can be shifted toward the virus 
when viruses hijack essential host proteins.

Several years ago, the Tarakhovsky lab discovered that viruses can usurp host cell function by hijacking 
critical epigenetic regulators of the innate antiviral response. The lab found that viruses mimic histones and 
other epigenetic regulators to alter host gene expression in a fashion that benefits viral infection. These 
findings led the group to propose that viral proteins that mimic the host epigenome may serve as epigenetic 
surrogates: They take control of chromatin-based antiviral response pathways and allow viruses to utilize 
the cellular processes required for viral replication. 

The concept of epigenome mimics led the Tarakhovsky lab to investigate small molecular-weight 
compounds that imitate virus histone mimics and regulate antiviral gene expression by interfering 
with epigenome function.   

The lab continues to research and define the role of the epigenome in virus immune evasion, virus evolution, 
and virus species-specificity.
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